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Abstract

Modern over-the-top (OTT) applications can be accessed via Internet connections over cellular

networks, possibly shared and managed by multiple mobile network operators (MNOs). The OTT

service providers (OSPs) need to interact with MNOs, requesting resources for serving users of different

categories and with different quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. For this purpose, OSPs need OTT

application flow prioritization in resource allocation, while the network resource scheduling should re-

spect network neutrality that forbids OSP prioritization. OSPs also need to request resources periodically,

according to their performance goals, i.e., grade-of-service (GoS) level (blocking probability), causing

delay in flows’ accommodation due to i) the time required for information exchange between OSPs

and MNOs, affected by network congestion, and ii) the time required for flows to receive resources,

affected by the number of concurrently active flows. Acknowledging the lack of OSP-oriented resource

management approaches, we i) introduce a novel matching theoretic flow prioritization (MTFP) algorithm

that respects network neutrality, and ii) design analytical models that enable the thorough investigation

of the GoS and delay performance in various scenarios. Our results (analytical and simulation) show

that MTFP improves both metrics comparing to the best effort approach, whereas its performance is

affected by the number of flows and the resource allocation frequency.

Index Terms

Over-the-top services, Wireless network virtualization, SDN, Resource management, LTE-A, Net-

work neutrality, Matching theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The global mobile data traffic is expected to increase sevenfold until 2021 [1], highlight-

ing the need for high network capacity in fifth generation (5G) wireless networks. Aiming

to meet the users’ quality-of-service (QoS) demands, the mobile network operators (MNOs)

share infrastructure and spectrum [2], with the aid of network virtualization that abstracts the

resources into virtual slices (VSs) managed by different tenants in isolation [3]. Furthermore,

novel applications based on mobile Internet connectivity, i.e., over-the-top (OTT) applications

(e.g., YouTube, Skype, etc.), and OTT service providers (OSPs) that offer services relying on

MNOs’ networks have appeared [4]. A large portion of mobile data in long term evolution

advanced (LTE-A) networks originates from OTT applications of user equipment terminals (UEs)

that generate OTT application flows.

A. Motivation

As the OSPs benefit from the popularity of their applications [5], they are highly motivated to

improve the OTT content delivery, ensuring the flows’ QoS. The flows may have different QoS

demands depending on the type of their data traffic, e.g., low latency for gaming applications

or high data rates for video streaming. Moreover, each application may involve different user

categories, e.g., freemium users or premium users paying for advanced usage privileges [6].

Hence, the flows are of dissimilar importance, determined by OSPs’ policies. In LTE-A networks,

when VSs are created, the flows receive resources in a best effort manner, regardless of their

priorities [7]. The OSPs are not involved in VS allocation, thus, they do not control the QoS

levels in terms of various performance indicators, e.g., grade-of-service (GoS), i.e., blocking

probability, and cannot apply flow prioritization when required, as MNOs fully control the UEs’

connections. To that end, enabling the OSPs’ intervention in resource management might be

profitable for both OSPs and MNOs [8], as delivering high quality services is a primary goal for

both parties. The cooperation of OSPs and MNOs for joint deployment of network infrastructure

demonstrates their common interests [9].

The OSPs’ intervention in VS allocation requires that the network architecture enables the

OSP-MNO interaction exposing the network services, e.g., via application programming inter-

faces (APIs) [10]. The virtualization facilitates the network exposure by means of software

defined networking (SDN) that provides controllers for centralized network management and

enables network disaggregation, ensuring the isolation of VSs that may vary in time and belong
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to different tenants [11]. SDN has been widely used in mobile network management methods

(e.g., SoftRAN [12], Orion [13], OpenRAN [14], SoftAir [15], etc.). Despite the availability of VS

management tools, it is not clear how resources are shared among OSPs with flows of different

priorities. The resources should be shared impartially among applications, thus, prioritization

should be applied at flow level, while fairness should be guaranteed at OSP level, as dictated

by the network neutrality rules [16].

The VSs in LTE-A networks encompass resources of both the core network (CN) and the

radio access network (RAN), thus, end-to-end resources are allocated to OSPs’ flows. The

RAN resource allocation, i.e., spectrum allocation, is of fundamental importance for the flows’

QoS [12], whereas the CN resources, i.e., bandwidth in CN links, should not be neglected. Specif-

ically, RAN resource scheduling periodically allocates spectrum resources in UEs’ cellular links.

The spectrum allocation is adjusted in each VS allocation round according to network-related

parameters (e.g., congestion of links, UEs’ channel conditions, etc.), and MNOs’ performance

goals (e.g., spectral efficiency maximization, etc.). Given the periodicity of the VS allocation and

the dynamic number of flows concurrently requesting resources, flows may not receive resources

in each round, experiencing time delays during their service time. Moreover, when OSPs’ policies

are considered, the network coordinator (e.g., a centralized controller) should periodically interact

with the OSPs. As information about the flows needs to be exchanged between the RAN and

the OSPs, the CN links also experience congestion. Hence, the CN influences the delay of VS

allocation not only regarding the time needed for the reception of required resources by the

flows, affected by the RAN resource scheduling technique, but also regarding the time required

for the transmission of flows’ information through the CN. Despite that the existing resource

allocation approaches could be applied as scheduling techniques in each VS allocation round,

no insights for the delay they may induce have been provided.

Although the slicing concept implies allocation of resources both in CN and RAN [17], the

vast majority of resource allocation approaches refer to RAN resources. Resource scheduling is

performed either in a single evolved NodeB base station (eNB) (e.g., [18], [19]), or in shared

RAN, allowing the sharing of eNBs and/or spectrum resources among MNOs (e.g., [20]–[22])

or virtual MNOs (MVNOs) that do not own spectrum or infrastructure and lease VSs from

MNOs (e.g., [23]–[27]). Although some of these schemes, mainly based on game theory, could

potentially apply to OSPs, two issues arise: on one hand, the OSPs need to prioritize certain

flows according to their policies; on the other hand, the network neutrality concept opposes
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to the discrimination of OTT application content of certain OSPs. Hence, prioritization should

be applied at flow level and also be impartial towards the involved OSPs. However, it is not

clear how this type of prioritization can be incorporated in the existing schemes. Moreover,

ensuring that a regular optimization scheme adheres to the network neutrality property is not

straightforward, as the integration of prioritization may arise fairness issues among OSPs. On the

other hand, in order to derive tractable optimization problems with commonly utilized approaches

based on game theory and most optimization schemes, the utility functions that describe the

OSPs’ performance goals should have specific structure. This condition does not always hold in

performance metrics employed in wireless resource allocation methods, e.g., the GoS metric [28].

Also, an OSP would have to be aware of the other OSPs’ policies in order to decide about its

preferences, an information that is required by game-theoretic resource allocation approaches.

Despite their benefits, the existing VS allocation approaches do not explicitly consider the

co-existence of flows of different OTT applications, thus, they do not provide a means for the

OSPs to apply their policies in a way that network neutrality is maintained. Also, they do not

consider the delay induced for flows that experience a sequence of VS allocation rounds, which

is affected by the CN congestion levels.

B. Contribution

In this paper, motivated by the aforementioned challenges, we introduce a novel method that

allows the intervention of OSPs in the VS allocation. Relying on matching theory, our method

enables the OSPs to express interest for resources in eNBs shared by MNOs, aiming to minimize

the GoS, without having to inform the MNOs about the exact performance metrics that determine

their policies. Specifically, we model the problem as a matching game with contracts [29] and we

define the contract as a combination of parameters that associate a flow with an eNB, indicating

the flow’s priority and the resources required for achieving the desired QoS in an eNB. The

contracts express the OSPs’ preferences and can be ranked by the eNBs in an OSP neutral

manner. Additionally, considering that no standard means of interaction between OSPs and

MNOs is provided by the current LTE-A specification, we exploit the capabilities of SDN-based

network management and use a centralized controller that aggregates the contracts submitted by

each OSP independently.

Furthermore, we study the impact of CN with respect to the CN congestion levels. Considering

the variety of network topologies and the dynamic nature of network routes and acknowledging
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the importance of RAN in end-to-end resource allocation, we abstract the CN setup, introducing

in our system model the VS allocation step that reflects the CN congestion levels, i.e., higher

congestion leads to higher step values. Each step value is induced by the establishment of

different routing paths and the allocation of different portions of bandwidth in CN links. The

proposed matching process is repeated in each VS allocation round, thus, the CN congestion

levels determine the frequency of the VS allocation. As the exchanged control messages circulate

in the CN, higher CN congestion induces higher delay in the transmission of the messages.

The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:

(i) Design of an efficient matching theoretic flow prioritization (MTFP) algorithm: We for-

mulate the VS allocation problem incorporating into the mathematical model of matching

theory with contracts both the OSPs’ policies and the principles of network neutrality

that dictate equal treatment of different OSPs. Next, we introduce a novel VS allocation

algorithm that allows OSPs to independently i) declare preferences over network resources

per VS allocation round and ii) manage their user prioritization policies, respecting the

network neutrality with the aid of matching theory and SDN.

(ii) Description of network architecture that enables the execution of the proposed method: We

present a realistic 4G (and beyond) network architecture that is compliant with the LTE-

A specification and employs SDN that enables the proposed method to perform dynamic

slicing.

(iii) Analysis and extensive assessment of the performance of MTFP algorithm in terms of

GoS and delay induced by the CN congestion levels: We design analytical models for the

performance evaluation of MTFP algorithm in terms of GoS and average delay experienced

by the flows due the CN impact, considering different OTT application traffic levels

and VS allocation frequency, and validate their accuracy through simulations considering

realistic scenarios. Moreover, we assess the MTFP performance in terms of achieved GoS,

considering different numbers of OTT application flows, and we investigate the experienced

delay through extensive simulations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in

Section II. In Section III, the MTFP algorithm is presented, while the performance analysis is

provided in Section IV. Simulation results are discussed in Section V and, finally, in Section VI,

conclusions are drawn.
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II. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM MODEL

We describe the considered network and the system model.

A. Shared SDN-based LTE-A network

In a shared LTE-A network (Fig. 1), different MNOs manage cooperatively the RAN, e.g.,

collocated eNBs in an area, a pool of spectrum resource blocks (RBs) and the corresponding CN

elements, e.g., switches and routers. The UEs access OTT applications of different OSPs. Each

application generates data flows that need to be served using end-to-end network resources,

i.e., in RAN and CN, allocated as VSs to OSPs [30]. As different OSPs may concurrently

claim VSs, the VSs should be created in a way that the policies for the flows of each OSP are

respected, but no prioritization among OSPs exists according to the network neutrality principle.

The implementation of VSs is network specific and can be performed using either of the existing

SDN-based solutions for network slicing (e.g., SoftRAN [12], etc.).

In the considered network, the network exposure is implemented with the aid of SDN frame-

work that decouples the control plane from the data plane. The control functions related to

RAN and CN entities are managed by logically centralized entities (SDN controllers), whereas

the data plane consists of data forwarding elements, e.g., switches and routers, which route

the users’ flows according to the SDN controllers’ instructions [11]. Specifically, an SDN-

based virtualization controller (VC) manages three types of software applications that implement

functionalities related to CN and RAN control plane: i) the RAN controller (RAN-C) that

orchestrates the eNBs, allocating RBs to flows at each eNB, ii) the core network controller

(CN-C) that manages a set of routers, and iii) the OTT services controller (OTTS-C) that

is used by OSPs for OTT service surveillance. For the interaction of MNOs and OSPs with

VC, suitable network APIs are provided. The MNOs access all controllers in VC through the

MNO API. OTTS-C communicates with the OSP API and allows the OSPs to assess the flows’

performance and request the appropriate resources. The VC can communicate with the eNBs

and the routers via a southbound interface (SBI), e.g., OpenFlow, and allows the interaction of

the controllers with the MNO and OSP APIs via a northbound interface (NBI).

In the RAN, the spectrum of each eNB is sliced and shared, thus the VSs offered to OSPs

include sets of RBs. Each RB is allocated only to one eNB in a VS allocation round, thus, the

RBs are not re-used in the cell, avoiding any intra-cell interference issues. If neighboring cells

share the same pool of resources, inter-cell interference issues may arise, as the same RBs may
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Fig. 1: Shared SDN-based LTE-A network

be re-used, affecting the achievable data rates of UEs in cell border. In this case, the inter-cell

interference coordination (ICIC) mechanism [31] of LTE-A standard can be employed in order

to determine disjoint sets of RBs that can be used for UEs affected by inter-cell interference.

The resource scheduling is performed periodically, thus, the allocation of RBs to flows is not

static throughout the flows’ duration and VSs are allocated to OSPs in VS allocation rounds with

a frequency determined by the MNOs. The VS allocation frequency allows the transmission of

UEs’ information from RAN to CN and the exchange of the required information between the

OSPs and the network resource coordinator. Hence, resource allocation in shared RAN differs

from resource scheduling schemes applied in the non-shared network case [18], as a centralized

coordinator should divide the resources among eNBs according to the flows’ QoS demands. This

process may last longer than the regular resource scheduling performed per transmission time

interval (TTI). In the CN, the aggregation of the flows’ information is performed via the CN

links. Thus, when VSs are assigned to OSPs, specific bandwidth is reserved in each CN link.

In order to decide about the VSs needed for the flows’ accommodation, the OSPs should

be aware of the status of the UEs related to the flows, e.g., the experienced LTE-A channel

conditions. This information is sent by the eNBs to VC. Each UE can connect to an eNB and

report its channel quality indicator (CQI) that determines the modulation and coding scheme

(MCS) used for the downlink transmissions. Thus, RAN-C can provide the flows’ information

to OTTS-C, making it available to OSPs’ APIs. With this information, the OSPs can estimate the

QoS levels using the metrics they prefer and adjust their policies, i.e., requirements regarding
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Fig. 2: VS allocation in the considered network

the VSs.

B. System model

We consider the cell of a shared RAN jointly operated by N MNOs that have deployed

collocated eNBs (Fig. 2). Each MNO owns an eNB n ∈ N and spectrum, both shared with

the other MNOs. A resource pool of W RBs is available, whereas U UEs are connected to the

network as subscribers of either of the MNOs. A set of M OSPs co-exist in the network and

each UE may generate flows related to different OTT applications. Thus, each flow corresponds

to a specific UE and OSP. Assuming a set of J OTT application flows of different OSPs and

m a specific OSP, we denote J (m) the set of flows related to the OTT application of OSP m.

The OSPs have policies for the OTT service differentiation that determine the flows’ impor-

tance in VS allocation1. Thus, the flows have different characteristics and different user priorities

exist. Each flow’s priority pj is set by the OSP. Flows of different OTT applications may have

different priorities, even when the flows are related to the same UE. The flows are generated by

U UEs following a Poisson distribution with rate λ (flows/hour/UE). Given a set of K priority

1OTT service differentiation does not affect network neutrality, as it refers to OSPs’ internal policy.
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classes, we denote by λk,m the flow generation rate per priority class k for OSP m ∈ M. The

duration of each flow is exponentially distributed with mean equal to 1/µ. Each OSP needs a

number of RBs in order to serve the flows of UEs in either of the eNBs. The VC virtualizes

the eNBs and the spectrum in a way that vm RBs are allocated to the VS that corresponds to

OSP m ∈ M. Each flow j ∈ J (m) ⊂ J needs a number of v(m,j)n ≤ vm RBs that offers it a

downlink data rate r(m,j)srv .

As each flow is associated to a specific UE, the downlink channel status is reported to VC

in order to enable the OSPs to decide upon the resources requested per VS allocation round.

In the considered network, a UE that generates a flow can report CQIs for each eNB n per

TTI [18]. Given an MCS(m,j)
n and a number of allocated RBs v(m,j)n to the UE related to flow j,

the achievable downlink data rate is given by:

r(m,j)n =
L
(

MCS(m,j)
n , v

(m,j)
n

)
TTI

, (1)

where L(MCS(m,j)
n , v

(m,j)
n ) is the transport block size [32]. The value MCS(m,j)

n may be different

in each round for a specific UE. Moreover, each UE experiences different signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) levels, thus different MCS values are reported. We assume downlink channels with

Rayleigh fading, such that the SNR is represented by a random variable with average value

γ and probability density function given by:

f(x) =
1

γ
e−

x
γ u(x), (2)

where u(x) is the unit step function. The probability ρi that the ith MCS is selected out of the

set I of possible MCSs is:

ρi =

∫ γ
(i+1)
thr

γ
(i)
thr

f(x)dx = e
γ
(i+1)
thr
γ − e

γ
(i)
thr
γ , (3)

where γ is the average SNR and [γ
(i)
thr, γ

(i+1)
thr ] is the SNR range that corresponds to MCS i.

As explained in Section II-A, the VS allocation and assignment of RBs to flows is performed

periodically in successive VS allocation rounds. The OSPs request RBs with step t, which is

a random variable exponentially distributed with mean value E [t] = 1/ν, lower bounded by

the time required for the UEs’ CQIs to be sent to the VC. While a UE that generates a flow

j maintains the connection to the related OTT application active, the flow experiences several

rounds. However, in each round, RBs may or may not be allocated to a flow j, given that
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∑
m∈M vm ≤ W . Thus, a flow j experiences a delay dj , related to the time spent in fruitless

rounds and the average delay of all flows is denoted as E [D].

In each VS allocation round, control messages are exchanged between RAN and VC for the

coordination of VS allocation. The exchange of control messages occupies bandwidth in the CN

links that comprise the paths from RAN to VC, increasing the control overhead β, i.e., the ratio

of the size sctrl of the control messages sent through the CN links over the total size of useful

data sdata sent per round (OTT application data packets sent to UEs) and the size sctrl:

β(%) =
sctrl

(sdata + sctrl)
100. (4)

Lower ratio β implies lower overhead per round. The total size of data sent per round is sdata =

reE [t], where E [t] is an average step value and re is the effective throughput in the RAN-VC

path. The value re is affected by the network topology, e.g., when multihop paths from RAN to

VC exist, it is bounded by the minimum of the data rates at each hop.2

III. MATCHING THEORETIC FLOW PRIORITIZATION

We describe the VS allocation problem for OSPs and propose a flow prioritization scheme

based on matching theory.

A. VS allocation and involved parties’ preferences

In a shared RAN, different resource allocation policies can be employed, based on well-known

scheduling techniques, e.g., round robin or maximum throughput scheduling, which achieve

different performance goals of MNOs [18]. When the OSPs’ preferences have to be considered,

the flows’ priorities should be taken into account in each VS allocation round in a way that

flows of higher priority receive resources first.

The VS allocation to OSPs involves the assignment of RBs to flows according to two types

of parameters: i) network-related parameters, i.e., current CQI and MCS values of UEs related

to flows, monitored by VC, and ii) application-related parameters set by OSPs, i.e., required

QoS levels (minimum acceptable data rate), and flows’ priorities defined by OSPs’ policy.

At each VS allocation round, each OSP m seeks to obtain RBs in the eNBs that offer the

requested downlink data rates
∑

j∈J (m) r
(m,j)
srv , with respect to the flows’ priorities, and minimize

2M. Sikora, J. N. Laneman, M. Haenggi, D. J. Costello, and T. E. Fuja, “Bandwidth-and Power-efficient Routing in Linear

Wireless Networks.” IEEE Trans. on Information Theory, vol. 52, no. 6, pp. 2624-2633, June 2006.
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the blocking probability GoSm ∈ [0, 1], i.e., the ratio of the number of flows that are not served

with the required data rates over the total number of flows J (m):

GoSm = 1− 1

|J (m)|
∑

j∈J (m)

∑
n∈N

[r(m,j)n (v(m,j)n ) ≥ r(m,j)srv ]. (5)

Let us recall that the allocation of RBs may not be possible for all flows at each VS allocation

round. Each OSP prefers that flows with higher priority, i.e., lower pj value, receive the required

RBs first in each round, ensuring that they experience lower delay than flows of lower priority.

Among flows with the same priority, those that have lower demands of RBs, e.g., experience

better channel conditions or have lower data rate demands, should be served first.

The MNOs aim to minimize the expected number of flows of all OSPs that do not achieve

the required data rates, i.e., the E [GoS], respecting the OSPs’ priorities without violating the

network neutrality. The value E [GoS] is equal to:

E [GoS] =

∑
m∈M

GoSm

|M|
. (6)

To guarantee network neutrality, two conditions should hold: (a) there should exist at least one

flow j ∈ J (m) and at least one flow j′ ∈ J (m′), such that pj = pj′ and dj > d′j , and (b) there

should exist at least one flow j′′ ∈ J (m) such that p′j = pj′′ and d′j < d′′j . These conditions state

that no OSP should gain priority over the others, achieving delay for its flows that is lower than

the delay experienced by flows with the same priority of the other OSPs. Moreover, when the

OSPs’ policies are considered, flows of lower priorities may be lead to starvation, as spectrum

capacity may not be sufficient. Hence, the eNBs can update the priorities set by OSPs depending

on whether each flow has previously received resources or not, in order to both respect OSPs’

policies and guarantee that all flows receive resources at some point. The higher the flow’s

priority, the more likely it is that it receives resources at a VS allocation round and the lower is

the experienced delay.

B. Formulation of matching process using contracts

We provide the matching-theoretic definitions for the concepts employed by the proposed

approach (Section III-C).

The VS allocation process resembles the hospital-doctor matching problem [29], where doctors

seek to be matched with hospitals, achieving the highest possible wage or better working

conditions, e.g., flexible working hours. In the considered problem, the flows offer contracts,
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whereas eNBs act as the hospitals that rank the contracts. Each contract is a combination of

parameters that associate a flow with an eNB, i.e., it contains the flow’s priority and the RBs

required for achieving the desired QoS in a specific eNB. A flow can be associated with exactly

one eNB and an eNB can serve multiple flows (many-to-one matching). For each flow there

exist several possible contracts that are preferable. It is also possible that a flow will not obtain

any contract, thus it will not receive resources in any eNB, accepting a null contract.

1) Definition of contracts and preferences of players: A contract c related to flow j and eNB

n is represented by a vector (j, n, q), where q is the cost of contract q = pj.v
(m,j)
n defined as

a real number with the integer part equal to the flow’s priority pj and a decimal part equal to

the RBs v(m,j)n required by the UE related to flow j in order to achieve r(m,j)srv , when the UE is

connected to eNB n, as given by Eq. (1).

The flows create a preference list of (|K||N |+1) contracts with cost values q that denote the

most preferred priority and RBs per eNB, including the null contract. The lower the value pj

the higher the priority of the flow, e.g., a high priority flow has a value pj = 1, which denotes

higher priority than a flow with pj = 2 and increases its chances of receiving RBs reducing the

experienced delay. The term v
(m,j)
n can take any value from one to the maximum number of

RBs that can be assigned to a UE [33]. Let us now consider an example with two eNBs and

a flow with high priority (pj = 1) that can be served with the requested data rate occupying 3

RBs in the first eNB and 5 RBs in the second eNB. The contracts with q values (1.3, 1.5) are

the most preferred, as they denote the desired priority. In order to avoid staying unmatched in

case that an eNB prefers other flows of high priority, the flow also includes two contracts in the

preference list that denote the next lowest priority, i.e., (2.3, 2.5) and the contracts in the list of

the flow are ordered as (1.3, 1.5, 2.3, 2.5,∅). Therefore, a preference relation of a flow j ∈ J

over the available eNBs n ∈ N is a relation over the set of the available contracts, including the

null contract, which implies that no association exists between an eNB and a flow. For a flow j,

we define a preference relation �j over the set of contracts C such that for any two contracts

c′, c′′ ∈ C with costs q′ and q′′, respectively, the flow prefers the contract with the lower cost,

thus, the preference relation can be defined as c′ �j c′′ ⇔ q′ ≥ q′′.

The rationale of each eNB’s preferences is similar, as it also prefers the contracts with the

minimum possible cost and it additionally takes into account whether a specific flow has been

served in the previous VS allocation round, in order to guarantee all flows receive resources at
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some point 3. Let us denote by τ a round, τ + 1 the next round and the set of served flows

in a specific eNB n in round τ as Ssrvn (τ). Assuming that two contracts c′ and c′′ appear in

round τ + 1 and are submitted by flows j and j′, respectively, which have the same priority,

i.e., pj′ = pj′′ . If flow j′′ has been previously served by the same eNB, i.e., it belongs to the

set Ssrvn (τ) and flow j′ has not been served by eNB n, then contract c′ is preferred. Thus, we

define the preference relation �n of an eNB n over the set of contracts C in a round τ + 1 as

c′ �n c′′ ⇔ j′ 6∈ Ssrvn (τ)′′ and j′′ ∈ Ssrvn (τ) and pj′ = pj′′ .

2) Properties of stable matching: We describe the properties that characterize the flow-eNB

association as stable. The accepted contracts form the chosen set and the remaining contracts

form the rejected set. Letting N be the set of eNBs, J the set of flows and Q the set of all

possible costs, the set of all possible contracts C is defined as C = J ×N ×Q [34].

Definition 1. Given the set of all possible contracts C and C ′ ⊂ C a subset of C, the chosen set

Sj(C
′) of a flow j either contains only one element (the flow’s preferred contract out of C ′) or

is empty, if there is no acceptable contract c in C ′ for flow j. Similarly, the chosen set Sn(C ′)

of an eNB n either contains the eNB’s preferred contracts out of C ′ or is empty, if there is no

acceptable contract c in C ′ for eNB n.

The remaining contracts that are not accepted from anyone form the set of rejected contracts.

Definition 2. Given the set of all possible contracts C, a subset C ′ of C, and SJ(C
′) =

∪j∈JSj(C ′) and SN(C ′) = ∪n∈NSn(C ′) the chosen sets of all flows and eNBs, respectively, the

sets of contracts that are rejected by all flows and all eNBs are defined as RF (C
′) = C ′\SJ(C ′)

and RN(C
′) = C ′\SN(C ′). The rejected sets of a flow j and an eNB n are defined as Rj(C

′)

and Rn(C
′), respectively.

A stable association between eNBs and flows is achieved, if there exists no allocation strictly

preferred by any eNB and weakly preferred by all flows related to a specific eNB, and there

exists no flow that would prefer to reject the contract it has received. An allocation is weakly

preferred by a flow if the flow desires it at least as much as any other allocation.

Definition 3. A set of contracts C ′ ⊂ C results in a stable VS allocation if and only if

3We assume that the eNBs are operated by MNOs that have the same performance goal, i.e., minimize the GoS. However,

the eNBs may have different preferences, expressing different performance objectives of MNOs.
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(i) SN(C ′) = SJ(C
′) = C ′ (individual rationality)

(ii) there exists no eNB n ∈ N and set of contracts C ′′ 6= Sn(C
′) such that C ′′ = Sn(C

′∪C ′′) ⊂

SJ(C
′ ∪ C ′′) (nonexistence of blocking contracts).

The first condition dictates that if only the contracts in C ′ are available, then they are all

chosen. When the condition does not hold, it means that there exist a flow or eNB that prefers

to reject a contract. According to the second condition, there exist no set of contracts C ′′ that

could be added and would be selected by both eNB n and the flows related to n. Thus, the

matching is not blocked by any flow or eNB.

The property of substitutability for the eNBs’ preferences is a sufficient condition for achieving

a stable allocation [29].

Definition 4. The contracts in C are considered to be substitutes for any eNB n ∈ N , if for all

subsets C ′ ⊂ C ′′ ⊂ C, it holds that Rn(C
′) ⊂ Rn(C

′′), where Rn is the set of contracts rejected

by n, i.e., the rejection sets Rn(C
′) and Rn(C

′′) are isotone. (substitutability).

According to the property of substitutability of eNBs’ preferences over contracts, every con-

tract rejected from C ′ is also rejected from C ′′, and if a contract is chosen by an eNB from some

available contracts, then that contract will still be selected from any smaller set that includes

it. Thus, the contracts of an eNB n are substitutes, if for any contracts c′, c′′ ∈ C and any sets

C ′ ⊂ C, it holds that c′′ ∈ Sn(C ′ ∪ {c′, c′′})⇒ c′′ ∈ Sn(C ′ ∪ {c′′}).

C. Proposed VS allocation approach

We present a matching theoretic flow prioritization (MTFP) algorithm that matches flows in

a shared LTE-A network, considering their priorities, with eNBs. MTFP relies on the matching

process presented in [29] and describes the way the players interact, i.e., how the submission

of contracts is performed. The VS allocation process is repeated periodically, thus, MTFP is

applied in each VS allocation round. The MTFP control overhead and complexity are discussed

in Appendix A and the exchange of control messages in Appendix B.

Algorithm 1 consists of two phases (i.e., initialization and negotiation) that are performed in

each VS allocation round. The initialization phase refers to the collection of flows’ information

and the OSPs’ requirements by the VC. In the negotiation phase, the matching process is

performed by the VC, which is fundamental for the implementation of MTFP, as OTTS-C is the

entity that interacts with the various OSP APIs via the exchange of control messages.
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In the initialization phase, all UEs report their CQIs and the eNBs transmit this information

to the VC (in RAN-C). The OSPs update the information about the priorities of their flows

and the required QoS. In the negotiation phase, at each matching iteration, the flows rank their

contracts, according to the priorities set by their OSPs, and submit their most preferred contracts

to the corresponding eNBs via OTTS-C. The eNBs update in RAN-C the flows’ priorities and

sort the available contracts. Two sets of contracts are next created, i.e., the chosen set SN that

contains the most preferred contracts from the flows’ perspective based on the OSPs’ preferences

and the rejected set RN , which is the complement of the chosen set. The negotiation phase is

repeated while the rejected flows submit requests for assignment to their next preferred set of

contracts, until no more contracts are added to the rejected set RN . Once contracts are finalized,

the requested RBs are allocated to the eNBs and the VSs are created. The MTFP algorithm is

applicable independently of the slice isolation technique employed by the VC, as it does not

intervene to the implementation of the VSs. With the dynamic slicing that it performs, isolation

is maintained, as each RB is assigned at most to one eNB per VS allocation round. The CN

resources are allocated to the flows according to the RB allocation.

Proposition 1. The MTFP algorithm converges to a stable eNB-flow matching after a finite

number of iterations.

Proof. MTFP is based on the matching process presented in [29] that addresses the hospital-

doctor association problem. Therefore, the iterations stop and the algorithm converges when no

more flows are added to RN , thus, every flow is associated with an eNB and the property of

substitutability (Definition 1) characterizes the eNBs’ preferences.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MATCHING THEORETIC FLOW PRIORITIZATION

We provide a theoretical model of the performance of MTFP algorithm in terms of GoS

and expected delay experienced by flows that concurrently access the network. As discussed in

Section III-C, MTFP creates VSs for the OSPs by repeating periodically a matching process.

In each VS allocation round, the number of served flows is limited by the number of available

RBs. Moreover, the flows that have not received resources in one round may be served in a

subsequent round. Thus, a flow experiences time delay until it obtains RBs. The average delay

a flow is expected to experience during several rounds is affected by the network status, i.e, the

flow generation rate, the mean flow duration, the number of priority classes of flows that coexist,
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Algorithm 1 Matching theoretic flow prioritization (MTFP) algorithm
Input: CQIs of UEs, rate constraints and priorities of flows

Output: Stable allocation per VS allocation round

Initialization phase:

1: The UEs with active flows submit their CQIs to eNBs.

2: The eNBs submit the flows’ information to VC.

3: Each OSP m checks each flow’s j ∈ J status and assigns the priorities pj and requested

data rate r(m,j)srv .

Negotiation phase: // Start matching iterations

4: Repeat:

5: The flows estimate the RBs required at each eNB n and sort the available contracts c ∈ C

according to cost q ∈ Q.

6: Each flow (in OTTS-C) j creates the chosen set Sj(C ′) and the rejected set Rj(C
′) =

C ′\Sj(C ′), C ′ ⊂ C.

7: Each eNB (in RAN-C) n ∈ N updates the priorities of flows that have been served in

previous VS allocation round (pj =initial pj + 1).

8: Each flow with Rj(C
′) 6= ∅ submits the next preferred contract from Sj(C

′) to the VC.

9: The eNBs check if the flows that submit contracts have been previously served:

10: ∀ flow j ∈ J :

11: if flow j rejected in the previous VS allocation round then

12: Set pj = initial pj .

13: end if

14: Each eNB n accepts most preferred contracts out of those offered in the current iteration

and rejects the others, creating the chosen set Sn(C ′) and the rejected set Rn(C
′) =

C ′\Sn(C ′), C ′ ⊂ C.

Until convergence to a stable allocation.

15: The VC assigns RBs to flows considering W available RBs and informs the eNBs about

the RB allocation.
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the flows’ QoS demands in terms of data rate and the number of available RBs. Considering

these parameters, we analytically derive the GoS in each round and the expected delay when

MTFP is applied.

A. GoS analysis

Let us consider the network of Fig. 2 that serves |J (m)|,m ∈ M flows at a VS allocation

round. The OSPs related to the flows share W RBs and each flow j of OSP m requires a specific

number of RBs in order to be served with data rate r(m,j)srv . Considering downlink channels with

Rayleigh fading and different rates r(m,j)srv , the expected total number of RBs E [bT ] needed by

all flows is estimated using Eq. (3) as:

E [bT ] =
∑
m∈M

∑
j∈J (m)

∑
i∈I

ρiφ(i, r
(m,j)
srv ), (7)

where φ is a function that searches the table reported in [32] and returns the minimum transport

block size that can be used in order that the flow achieves the requested data rate with MCS i.

Given Eq. (7), the expected GoS can be calculated as:

E [GoS] =


0, if W > E [bT ]

1−
⌈

W

E [bT ]

⌉
, if W ≤ E [bT ] ,

(8)

when a number of W RBs is available in the shared RAN.

B. Delay analysis

In the network depicted in Fig. 2, flows are generated by U UEs, with rate λ from each UE,

thus the total rate is Uλ. Each flow needs an average number of E [b] RBs per VS allocation

round. Assuming |K| priority classes per OSP and considering Eq. (3), E [b] is equal to:

E [b] =
∑
i∈I

ρiφ(i,E [rsrv]), (9)

where E [rsrv] is the average required data rate weighted by the coefficients λk,m, i.e., the flow

generation rate per priority class k ∈ K for each OSP m ∈ M. The value E [rsrv] is estimated

as the following weighted average:

E [rsrv] =

∑
k∈K

∑
m∈M λk,mr

(k,m)
srv∑

k∈K
∑

m∈M λk,m
, (10)

where r(k,m)
srv is the data rate required by priority class k flows per OSP m.
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Fig. 3: State transition diagram of considered system

For the accommodation of a flow, a set of E [b] RBs, defined as cluster, is required. As W

corresponds to the number of the total available RBs, the number of clusters that exist in the

system is defined as X = dW/E [b]e. If the clusters cannot serve all the active flows, the flows

that have not received RBs join a queue (orbit queue), with maximum capacity Y = W , and wait

until they are served. Each flow aims to occupy a cluster for a service exponentially distributed

with mean equal to 1/µ. Furthermore, every flow in the orbit queue can request resources in

the round. Hence, we can view the network as a finite source retrial queuing system where the

retrial rate is exponentially distributed with mean value equal to 1/ν.

We model the considered system using a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) with state

space A = {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ X, 0 ≤ y ≤ Y }, where x is the number of occupied clusters and y

the number of flows in the orbit queue, which define a system state (x, y). The flows experience

an average delay E [D]. We denote as E [X] the average number of occupied clusters and as

E [Y ] the orbit queue length. Considering Little’s Law [35], we derive the following equation:

E [D] =
E [Y ]

E [λ]
, (11)

where E [λ] is the expected flow arrival rate at the network, including new flows and flows

residing in the orbit queue. As the utilization ratio of the clusters is E [X] /X and the average

time a flow aims to reside in the cluster is 1/µ, we observe that E [λ] = E [X] /(1/µ) = E [X]µ.

For the calculation of the expected delay E [D], the values E [X] and E [Y ] are estimated. The

considered network is a CTMC that can be described by the steady state probabilities π(x, y)
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(Fig. 3). Each horizontal line of the diagram refers to transitions between states with the same

orbit queue length but different number of occupied clusters. New flows that arrive and are

served increase the number of occupied clusters, whereas this number reduces when flows leave

the system. The diagonal lines denote the transitions that refer to retrials of flows attempting to

occupy the clusters. Thus, when a flow from the orbit queue occupies a cluster, the orbit queue

length reduces and the number of occupied clusters increases. The expected number of occupied

clusters is equal to:

E [X] =
∑

(x,y)∈A

xπ(x, y), (12)

whereas the expected length of the orbit queue is:

E [Y ] =
∑

(x,y)∈A

yπ(x, y). (13)

In order to derive the probabilities π(x, y), we denote as π the steady state probability vector

that can be ordered as:

π = [π(0, 0), π(0, 1), . . . , π(0, Y ),

...

π(1, 0), π(1, 1), . . . , π(1, Y ),

...

π(X, 0), π(X, 1), . . . , π(X, Y )],

and solve the equation πQ = 0 with the normalization condition π1 = 1, where

Q =



A0,0A0,1
A1,0A1,1A1,2

A2,1A2,2 A2,3
. . . . . . . . .

Ay,y−1Ay,y Ay,y+1
. . . . . . . . .

AY,Y−1AY,Y AY,Y+1


is the generator matrix that consists of Ay,y−1,Ay,y,Ay,y+1 matrices of order (X + 1) and

1 = [1, . . . , 1]T is the unit vector [35]. The values of the matrices are provided in [36]. Given

the vector π(x) = [π(x, 0), π(x, 1), . . . , π(x, Y )], it holds that π1 =
∑

x∈A π(x) = 1.
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V. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

We validate the analytical model, study the performance of MTFP in terms of GoS and delay

in different scenarios and show its convergence. We also study the tradeoff between the delay

and the control overhead of MTFP algorithm.

A. Simulation setup

We consider a shared LTE-A network (Fig. 2) with N = 2 MNOs and |M| = 2 OSPs that offer

video streaming services, e.g, YouTube4 or Skype5. Each OSP has |K| = 2 priority classes that

denote their users’ subscription status, i.e., a high priority class (downlink data rate demand equal

to 1 Mb/s), which includes premium users that require higher quality video, and a low priority

class (0.5 Mb/s) of freemium users. High priority characterizes 50% of the flows, whereas the

rest belong to the low priority class. For the high priority flows, we set the priority of the most

preferred contracts as pj = 1, whereas for the low priority flows, pj = 2. In each VS allocation

round, the value v(m,j)n varies, as the number of RBs required to achieve the requested downlink

data rate for a UE may vary, according to the downlink channel conditions that determine the

MCS (Section II-B). Hence, the q values vary throughout the simulation. The MNOs share their

spectrum jointly operating |N | = 2 eNBs. Each MNO contributes with 50 or 100 RBs (bandwidth

10 MHz and 20 MHz, respectively [33]). A number W of 100 or 200 RBs is available in the

shared spectrum pool. Furthermore, three modulation schemes are used, i.e., QPSK, 16-QAM

and 64-QAM. Each modulation scheme corresponds to a set of coding rates, defining an MSC

determined by each UE according to the experienced SNR. Given a number of allocated RBs,

the MCS determines the TBS, derived using the table provided in [32]. Using the TBS, the

achievable downlink data rate is given by Eq.(1). For the SNR estimation, the Rayleigh fading

channel model is used [37], with average SNR γ set to 10 dB [33]. The simulation parameters

are summarized in Table I.

In Section V-B, we evaluate the GoS analysis provided in Section IV-A and we assess the

GoS performance of MTFP. Considering the lack of VS allocation approaches for OSPs, we

compare MTFP with a best effort (BE) approach that allocates randomly RBs to flows without

4YouTube, “Live encoder settings, bitrates and resolutions”, https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2853702, Accessed on

2018-05-29.
5Skype, “How much bandwidth does Skype need?”, https://support.skype.com/en/faq/FA1417/how-much-bandwidth-does-

skype-need, Accessed on 2018-05-29.
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TABLE I: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value
LTE-A network settings

N 2 MNOs
|N | 2 eNBs

RBs per MNO 50 or 100 RBs
Bandwidth per MNO 10 MHz or 20 MHz

W 100 or 200 RBs
Modulation schemes QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM

Channel model Rayleigh fading
Average SNR γ 10 dB

TTI 1 ms
OSP related settings

|M| 2 OSPs
Priority classes per OSP 2 (pj = 1: high priority, pj = 2: low priority)

Downlink data rates 0.5 Mb/s (low priority), 1 Mb/s (high priority)

considering the OSPs’ policies. In Section V-C, we demonstrate the convergence of MTFP in

a simple simulation scenario. In Section V-D, motivated by the network neutrality issue that

arises when multiple OSPs access a shared network, we examine the fairness in VS allocation

with MTFP. In Section V-E, we evaluate MTFP and BE in realistic scenarios, studying the

network during a simulation period of two hours. Varying the number of UEs, flow generation

rates and VS allocation steps, we estimate the average delay induced when flows fail to receive

resources in each VS allocation round and evaluate the analysis presented in Section IV-B. Last,

in Section V-F, we study the tradeoff between the experienced delay and the control overhead of

MTFP, estimating the control overhead for different effective throughput values in the RAN-VC

paths.

B. GoS model validation and comparison with BE approach

We evaluate the GoS analysis in a network with W = {100, 200} RBs and U = {40, 60, 80, 100}

UEs (one flow per UE). The flows are distinguished in two priority classes, as described in

Section V-A.

In Fig. 4, we observe that the simulation results corroborate our analysis. Moreover, MTFP

outperforms the BE approach in all cases, achieving a GoS reduction of 23− 38% (W = 100),

when |J | = 100 and |J | = 40, respectively. For W = 200, a reduction of 35−50% is achieved.

With MTFP, the exact number of RBs that provide the requested data rates in eNBs that offer the

best possible downlink channel conditions (higher MCS value) to UEs are allocated. Furthermore,
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Fig. 4: Grade-of-service vs. number of OTT application flows

the GoS of both approaches increases along with the number of flows, as fewer flows can be

served with the same number of RBs. Still, for the same W , the GoS of MTFP is significantly

lower than the GoS of BE approach, as the RBs are better utilized. Also, for high numbers of

flows (higher than 60), MTFP has better performance than the BE approach, even when the

available resources are fewer.

We should also refer that the flows accommodated by the BE approach may belong to either

of the two classes. Considering the case of W = 200 and |J | = 100 flows, where GoS is equal

to 0.43 and 0.67 for MTFP and BE, respectively, with MTFP, on average, 43 (i.e., 100·0.43)

rejected flows belong to low priority class, whereas all high priority flows are accommodated,

as each class has 50 flows and 57 (=100-43) flows receive RBs. In contrast, each of the 67 (i.e.,

100·0.67) flows rejected when BE is applied may belong to either class.

C. Convergence of MTFP algorithm

MTFP converges to a stable matching, when the size of the rejected set RN stops increasing

(Proposition 1), i.e., the RN has the same size in the last two iterations of the algorithm. We

demonstrate the convergence of MTFP in a scenario where 40 flows request resources in a VS

allocation round. Half of the flows of each priority class are new and request resources for the

first time. Each flow creates a preference list with (|K||N |+1) = 5 contracts, including the null

contract.

In Fig. 5a, the RN set size increases from iterations 1-4, as there exist contracts that are

rejected by eNBs. Flows rejected in an iteration submit the next most preferred contracts in the

subsequent iteration. In the last iteration, the flows that submit contracts are accepted with the
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(a) Size of rejected set RN per iteration

(b) GoS per iteration

Fig. 5: Convergence of the MTFP algorithm

null contract, denoting that all RBs are occupied, thus, they cannot be served. As their contracts

are accepted, the size of RN remains the same in the last two iterations, showing convergence

to a solution that offers the minimum possible GoS (Fig. 5b).

D. Study of fairness in VS allocation with MTFP algorithm

We focus on a scenario where W = 100 RBs are available. Fig. 6 shows the performance

results of MTFP in terms of fairness in GoS. Aiming to assess the fairness in VS allocation

when MTFP is applied, we examine the GoS achieved for each OSP and MNO with respect to

the number of flows.

In Figs. 6a and 6b, we see that MTFP achieves the same levels of GoS for all OSPs thus,

the same number of each OSP’s flows is served with the requested data rates. MTFP prioritizes

the high priority flows but does not distinguish the OSPs. Similarly, as each flow corresponds

to a UE related to either of the two MNOs that share the network, MTFP does not prioritize

the UEs of a specific MNO. For a quantitative measurement of the fairness level, we plot the

fairness index θ of the GoS achieved for OSPs and MNOs, defined as [38]:

θ =

(
I∑
i=1

GoSi

)2

I
I∑
i=1

GoS2
i

, θ ∈ (0, 1], (14)
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Fig. 6: Fairness in GoS vs. number of OTT application flows

where I = |M| for OSPs or I = |N | for MNOs. The highest fairness level is achieved when

θ = 1 for all OSPs or MNOs, whereas θ reduces when the GoS values are dispersed. MTFP

results in similar GoS in all cases, achieving θ values very close to 1 for both OSPs and MNOs

(Fig. 6c).

E. Delay model validation and performance assessment

We study the experienced delay in a two-hour period and evaluate the proposed analysis

(Section IV-B). In the considered network, W = 100 RBs are available and U UEs, out of

which U/2 are related to each MNO, generate flows following a Poisson distribution with rate

λ (flows/hour/UE). Each UE generates at least one flow per OTT application. For a specific UE,

flows of the same application have the same priority. The average number of high priority flows

is equal to the average number of low priority flows generated in the simulation period, whereas

half of the generated flows related to an OSP belong to high priority class. Each flow has an

exponentially distributed duration with mean 1/µ = 180 s. The mean value of VS allocation

step E [t] is set to 50 ms and 100 ms, providing a reasonable time frame for the information

about UEs to be transmitted to VC, as determined by the CN congestion levels [39]. The value

100 ms is considered as upper bound for the delay in LTE-A networks [40].

We evaluate the delay analysis varying the number of UEs U , OTT flow generation rates λ,

and VS allocation step. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the analysis is verified by the match of
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Fig. 7: Delay vs. number of UEs

theoretical and simulation results. We also study the effect of different numbers of UEs and

OTT flow generation rates, comparing MTFP with the BE approach.

1) Effect of different numbers of UEs: We study the effect of number of UEs that are connected

to the considered network on the delay experienced by the flows, using the MTFP and BE

approaches. A number of U = {100, 200, . . . , 500} UEs and two different VS allocation steps,

i.e., 50 and 100 ms, are considered, simulating different CN congestion levels.

As shown in Fig. 7, the increase of the number of UEs induces higher delay, since more

flows are generated and compete for resources. Still, MTFP achieves lower delay values than

BE, which results in up to 137% and 112% higher delay for step values of 50 and 100 ms

(U = 500), respectively, as RBs are allocated in a way that the highest possible number of flows

are accommodated in each VS allocation round. In contrast, BE does not consider the OSPs’

performance goals and allocates randomly the RBs to the flows.

Moreover, for both schemes, the delay is higher when the step value increases, being up to

47% and 30% higher for MTFP and BE (U = 100), respectively. As the information exchange

takes longer to be completed, each round lasts longer and the impact of lost rounds on the delay

is higher, increasing the average delay experienced by the flows.

2) Effect of different OTT flow generation rates: We focus on the effect of different flow

generation rates on the delay using the MTFP and BE approaches. Assuming U = 500 UEs, we

set λ = {2, 4, 6, 8} flows/hour per UE.

In Fig. 8, we observe that, for both approaches, the higher the number of flows generated by

each UE, the higher the induced delay, as more flows participate concurrently in VS allocation

rounds, requesting resources in order to achieve the required data rates. As expected, the increase

of step value affects the delay negatively. However, MTFP still achieves better performance, as
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Fig. 8: Delay vs. OTT flow generation rate

Fig. 9: Delay vs. OTT flow generation rate per priority class

BE results in delay values 121%−138% and 48%−91% higher than those of MTFP (step value

set to 50 ms and 100 ms, respectively).

A closer inspection of the delay (Fig. 9) induced by MTFP shows that for the same step value,

the delay experienced by high priority flows is lower than that of low priority flows, reaching

a reduction of 35% and 37% for step values of 50 ms and 100 ms (λ = 8), respectively. This

result verifies that MTFP allows high priority flows to receive RBs more often throughout their

duration. Low priority flows still manage to receive RBs, though they experience higher delay.

Overall, the MTFP performance is affected by the CN and RAN congestion. The use of higher

step values that correspond to longer transmission duration of flows’ information and the co-

existence of higher number of flows impact on GoS and delay. Even though MTFP manages to

prioritize certain flows, it is influenced by the end-to-end network congestion, stressing the need

for VS allocation approaches that consider the OSPs’ policies in resource allocation of both CN

and RAN. Last, MTFP achieves flow prioritization without applying OSP prioritization, abiding

by the network neutrality principle.
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Fig. 10: Control overhead vs. VS allocation step value

F. Delay and control overhead tradeoff

In each VS allocation round, MTFP requires the exchange of control messages. We next study

the tradeoff between the delay and the control overhead β in a shared network with |N | = 2

eNBs, U = 200 UEs (one flow per UE) and a control packet size lctrl = 256 bytes. As UEs

report CQIs to all eNBs and VC reports to eNBs information about all UEs, in Eq. (4), we set

sctrl = U(|N |+1)lctrl. Two scenarios with different re values are considered: scenario A (re = 10

Gb/s) may correspond to a network with a fiber link between eNBs and VC, and scenario B

(re = 1 Gb/s) may refer to a heterogeneous network, where the eNBs also communicate with

small cells interconnected with wireless links thus, multihop RAN-VC paths are created and re

is the minimum of the data rates at each hop.

Fig. 10 shows the β levels for both scenarios, with lctrl = 256 B and E [t] = {5, 10, 50, 100}

ms. The threshold of 4% that is an acceptable overhead level for efficient bandwidth utilization6

is also plotted. We see that β is lower in network A, where re is higher, reaching a reduction of

88% (E [t] = 5 ms), comparing to network B, as more data packets are transmitted per round.

Moreover, β reduces when higher step values are used, e.g., in network B, for E [t] = 100 ms, it

is up to 94% lower, comparing to E [t] = 5 ms, as more data packets are sent with less frequent

control message transmissions. Although the increase of step values improves β, it induces

higher delay (Section V-E), showing a trade-off between reducing the delay and restraining the

overhead. Also, the existence of links with different data rates in multihop RAN-VC paths of

heterogeneous networks impacts on the control overhead that is higher than the threshold for

small step values.

6NGMN Alliance, “Guidelines for LTE Backhaul Traffic Estimation,” https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/

service-provider/docs/backhaul-traffic.pdf, July 2011, Accessed on: 2018-05-29.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a matching theoretic flow prioritization (MTFP) algorithm for OSP-oriented

resource management in shared LTE-A networks and an analytical model for the induced GoS and

delay have been presented. Considering different network characteristics, i.e., different numbers

of UEs generating OTT application flows, OSPs and MNOs, and different flow generation and

VS allocation rates, we have extensively studied the MTFP performance. MTFP achieves better

GoS and delay performance than a best-effort scheme, and efficiently prioritizes flows according

to OSPs’ policies, abiding by the network neutrality rules, i.e., it achieves similar GoS levels for

all OSPs. The performance of both schemes deteriorates as the number of flows and the duration

of VS allocation rounds, i.e., the network congestion, increase. As various stakeholders join the

wireless market, offering innovative OTT services, and claim end-to-end resources over a shared

network, we believe that our work provides useful insights for network resource management,

respecting both OSPs’ policies and the network neutrality principle.

APPENDIX A

OVERHEAD AND COMPLEXITY OF MTFP ALGORITHM

Regarding the control overhead, control messages are exchanged in both phases of MTFP

(Section III-C). In the initialization phase, U UEs that concurrently need resources report their

CQIs to |N | eNBs, sending O(U |N |) messages. The eNBs transmit the CQIs to VC, thus

O(|N |) messages are sent. In the negotiation phase, the matching process requires the exchange

of messages among OTTS-C and RAN-C. Flows and eNBs exchange contracts through VC, until

every flow is associated with an eNB. As |N | eNBs and |K| priority classes exist, a number of

(|K||N | + 1) possible contracts are provided. Instead of sending one message for each flow’s

proposal, one message can be sent by each OSP, containing the proposals of the related flows.

Assuming the worst case that would require all flows to submit all the available proposals before

being matched, at most O(|M|(|K||N | + 1)) messages are sent from OTTS-C to RAN-C and

vice versa, considering that |M| OSPs exist. Finally, after the matching process ends, the VC

informs the eNBs about the RBs that should be allocated to flows, sending O(|N |) messages.

The computational complexity is related to the sorting operation in the negotiation phase.

Assuming |J | flows, at each iteration, each flow sorts a list of (|K||N |+1) elements, inducing

a total complexity of O((|K||N |+1) log(|K||N |+1)). Similarly, given |N | eNBs, each sorting a
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Fig. 11: Messages exchanged when MTFP algorithm is applied

list of |K||J | elements, the complexity of the sorting operation is equal to O(|K||J | log(|K||J |)).

As |M|, |N | and |K| are much smaller than |J |, the resulting complexity is O(|J | log |J |).

The practicality of MTFP is mostly affected by the exchange of control messages that increase

proportionally to the number of UEs.

APPENDIX B

CONTROL MESSAGES IN MTFP ALGORITHM

For the application of MTFP (Section III-C), control messages are exchanged in a VS al-

location round (Fig. 11). In the initialization phase, each UE reports the flow ID and CQI to

each eNB sending a control message (step 1). In step 2, each eNB aggregates the IDs and

CQIs of UEs and sends a message containing them to RAN-C in VC. At step 3, RAN-C

sends a message with this information to OTTS-C, which next communicates the information

to OSPs, sending to each OSP a message containing the information of flows related to the

specific OSP. During the matching process (steps 4-14), each flow submits the most preferred

contract to OTTS-C (step 9). As several flows may belong to the same OSP, their contracts are

contained in one message sent from the OSP API to OTTS-C and next forwarded to RAN-C.

RAN-C communicates the decision about the contracts, sending a message to OTTS-C, which

next notifies the OSPs about the decision sending to each OSP API a message (step 14). The

transmission of messages containing contracts and responses continues until a stable matching

is achieved. After the negotiation phase ends, RAN-C notifies the eNBs about the RB allocation

sending a message to each eNB (step 15).
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